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Steering Rack & Pinion Mount Bushing
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Steering Rack & Pinion Mount Bushing
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On the passenger’s side, remove the bracket, cut the boot’s zip-
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Driver’s side

With the vehicle on jack stands/hoist, remove the steering rack

On the passenger’s side, remove the bracket, cut the boot’s zip-

ties and remove the boot, then pull out the original rubber bush

ties and remove the boot, then pull out the original rubber bush

and slide up the new ‘4488’ SuperPro polyurethane bush onto

and slide up the new ‘4488’ SuperPro polyurethane bush onto

the rack. Once the ‘4488’ bush is placed on the rack, install the

the rack. Once the ‘4488’ bush is placed on the rack, install the

boot again and zip-tie it;

boot again and zip-tie it;

On the driver’s side, remove the bracket and the original bush
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Refit steering rack mounting bracket and cross member ensuring

On the driver’s side, remove the bracket and the original bush
and install the new ‘0223’ SuperPro bush, then refit the bracket;

and install the new ‘0223’ SuperPro bush, then refit the bracket;
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and cross member mount bolts, then disconnect ball joints;

and cross member mount bolts, then disconnect ball joints;
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Driver’s side

With the vehicle on jack stands/hoist, remove the steering rack

Zip-tie
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Refit steering rack mounting bracket and cross member ensuring

all mounting bolts and nuts are tighten up to the manufacture’s

all mounting bolts and nuts are tighten up to the manufacture’s

torque specifications;

torque specifications;

Wheel-align vehicle to ensure correct alignment.

o

Wheel-align vehicle to ensure correct alignment.

